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PROFESSION CIVIL ENGINEER

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

01/2019-Present Tendering Manager

VECTOR, Athens

In charge of the redaction of economic-technical offers.

Indicative offers:

- "Restoration of property owned by OTEestate on Solonos and Sina streets".

- "New storage and distribution building (SDB)" in Mandra, Attica, for Plaisio Computers 

SA.

- "Construction of a new seven-story building with three basements" in Athens for TEN 

BRINKE Hellas SA.

- "Reconstruction of a listed building and its transformation into a 3 star furnished rooms to 

rent" in Patra for Dimand SA.

05/2018-12/2018 Tendering Engineer

VECTOR, Athens

Pre – measurements and reduction of technical offers.

Indicative offers:

- “Change in use of an existing industrial type A building into an office building and of an 

existing type C building  

into an overground parking building of Piraeus Port Plaza 3 SA" in Piraeus for Dimand SA.

- “Renovation of an existing building in Patras into a 3-star hotel of 200 beds capacity” for 

Dimand SA

- "L-140 Moudania - Demolition of an existing hypermarket for food and housing, erection 

of a new hypermarket with new landscaping" for Lidl Hellas.

- "L-310-144 Veroia regional street- Demolition of an existing hypermarket for food and 

housing, erection of a new hypermarket with new landscaping" for Lidl Hellas.

02/2014-05/2018 Development of Road, Hydraulic and Static Engineering Designs  



GTB ANODOS SA, Athens

Indicative designs:

- "Sighting report of railway line design and rehabilitation of parallel and vertical road 

network, 

Preliminary Hydraulic Report and Preliminary Geological Report for the section between 

ch.s. 225 + 500 - R.St. Paranesti - R. St. Stavroupoli - ch.s. 261 + 700 (AD 180) ".

- “Phase B design of normalization and upgrading of the existing Railway Line Patras - 

Pyrgos - Alfios - Olympia / 20

Part: R.St. Kavasila - Olympia (AP 733) ".

- "Ionia Odos Motorway from Antirio to Ioannina, PATHE Motorway Athens (A/K 

Metamorfosi - Maliakos and connecting section PATHE Motorway Schimatari - Chalkis".

- Designs on the immediate upgrade and expansion of Aegean regional airports.

06/2011-02/2014 Development of Designs - Building Permits Issuance

Mytilineos Michalis Technical Office, Ag. Paraskevi

- Pre-measurements.

- Preparing a building permit file.

- Processing in public services.

12/2008-06/2011 Development of Road Construction and Hydraulic Designs

GTB ANODOS SA, Athens

Indicative designs:

- Ionia Odos Motorway. Part 2. Subsection from CH.TH. 120 + 700 to CH.TH. 129+626,05.

Final sewerage design - drainage of a 8,93 km long motorway and rehabilitation of a 7,92 

km long local road network of .

- Design on a part of the Ionia Odos Motorway from end concession to Kakavia.

Hydrological design and final hydraulic works design of 46,4 km long motorway section.

- E-65 motorway. Part 3. Subsection from CH.TH. 81 + 200 to CH.TH. 90+500.

Final road construction,sewerage-drainage deign of a 9,3 km long motorway and 

rehabilitation of a 8,13 km long local road network.

- E-65 motorway. Part 3. Subsection from CH.TH. 75 + 000 to CH.TH. 81+200.

Final road construction,sewerage-drainage design of a 6,2 km long motorway, including  

Karditsa motorway and rehabilitation of a 6,47 km long local road network.

08/2006-11/2008 Development of Designs and Preparation of Financial Offers

EcoHouse, Chios

- Pre-measurements.

- Measurements. 

- Engineering designs.

- Financial offers:

- Contact with customers, contractors, craftsmen.

05/2005-07/2006 Development of Designs - Building Permits Issuance

Frangos Stelios Technical Office, Chios

- Pre-measurements.

- Measurements.

- Processing in public services.

- Preparing a building permit file.

10/2002-04/2003 Internship



GTB ANODOS SA, Athens

- Design in the company's computerized system.

- Performing supporting tasks.

- Contribution to the presentation of designs. 

- Quality control of work.




